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Abstract 

A discrete nonlinear system is analysed in case of open chain bound- 
ary conditions at the ends. It is shown that the integrability of the sys- 
tem remains intact, by obtaining a modified set of Lax equations which 
automatically take care of the boundary conditions. The same Lax pair 
also conforms to the conditions stipulated by Sklyanin [5]. The quan- 
tum inverse problem is set up and the diagonalisation is carried out 
by the method of sparation of variables. Backlund transformations are 
then derived under the modified boundary conditions using the classi- 
cal r-matrix . Finally by quantising the Backlund transformation it is 
possible to identify the relation satisfied by the eigenvalue of Baxter's 
Q-operator even for the quasi periodic situation. 

1    Introduction 

Analysis of nonlinear integrable systems is a subject of immense importance 
both from the physical and mathematical points of view. The inverse prob- 
lem formulated on the basis of Lax operators can solve a wide class of prob- 
lems. On the other hand, it is also important that problems be formulated 
with pre-assigned boundary conditions and solutions of the corresponding 
Cauchy problem be obtained. However at times the imposition of finite 
boundary conditions may lead to a loss of integrability. An important devel- 
opement in this regard was the discovery by Sklyanin [1], who showed how 
non-periodic boundary conditions could be imposed on an integrable model 
without destroying its integrability. In this communication we have analysed 
a discrete nonlinear system, (also known as the DST model), initially stud- 
ied by Ragnisco et al and also recently by Sklyanin et al from the view point 
of its integrability in presence of open boundary conditions. Our approach 
is different from that of Sklyanin in the sense that we have changed the 
form of the Lax operator at the end points where the boundary conditions 
are imposed. We have then shown that our approach can also accomodate 
the conditions laid down by Sklyanin for the system to be integrable un- 
der such circumstances. The present formalism was first used by Zhou [3] 
for a fermionic spin system. Both the classical and quantum hamiltonians 
have been derived explicitly. The quantum R matrix has also been deduced 
so as to formulate the quantum inverse problem for the model under finite 
boundary conditions. Diagonalisation of the hamiltonian is carried out by 
using the method of separation of variables, as the boundary matrices are 
non diagonal in character. Of late there has been a great deal of interest 
in the study of canonical Backlund transformations within the framework of 
classical r matrix theory, specially under periodic boundary conditions [15]. 
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We have discussed this issue in case of quasi -periodic and finite boundary 
conditions. Finally in the case of the less stringent quasi-periodic boundary 
conditions we have shown how a connection with the eigenvalue of Baxter's 
Q operator may be established [11] by quantising the Backlund transforma- 
tion. 
The model under analysis is described by the following equations of motion. 

Qn = Qn+i - qlrn 

rn =-rn-i + qnrl (1.1) 

where qn stands for the time derivative of qn. It was originally proposed by 
Ragnisco et al [2] in their analysis of Lie-Backlund symmetries of discrete 
systems. The Lax pair associated with (1.1) may be written as 

#n+i = Lnyn tfnt = MnVn (1.2) 

where 

Ln(A)=(A+r!nrn   9l)        Mn{X) = {rL    -i) (1'3) 

Note that consistency of (1.2) yields the equations of motion only for peri- 
odic boundary conditions. If however certain nontrivial boundary conditions 
are to be introduced then one has to adopt a different strategy as will be 
explained in the sequel. The system given by (1.1) possesses a hamiltonian 
structure with the following symplectic form [4]. 

Qn \   _ (   0 i    0 ) ( fU     H = \Y.^irn+qnrn-i-qlr2
n)  (1.4) 

For the purpose of introducing the boundary conditions we modify the Lax 
operator in (1.2) in the following manner, 

tti+i=Lj(A)ttj,    i = l,2,...JV 

d® ■ 
-^L = Mj(\)<$j j = 2,3,...JV-l 
dt 

dt 
= WN+l{\)^N+l 

,+      Wi(A)*i (1.5) 
at 

where WN+I, WI are two new 2x2 matrices depending on the spectral pa- 
rameter A and on the dynamical variables. The usual consistency condition 
of (1.2) viz 

^P = Mj^LjiX) - LJWMJW (1.6) 
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is now replaced by the following set of equations: 

^M = MHl(X)Lj(\)-Lj(X)Mj(X)    (j = l,2....iV-l) 
dt 

dLN(X) 
dt 

dLxiX) 

= WN+lLN(X)-LN{X)MN(X) 

dt     =M2(A)L1(A)-L1(A)^1(A) (1.7) 

That is the consistency conditions at the two ends are different. In the 
present case we have formally. 

^-(^i1)   *-(£-*)   (i'8) 

so that upon imposing the boundary conditions rg = 9-,q]sr+i — 6+ the 
equations for the two ends of the discrete chain turn out to be as follows. 

9i = 92 - 9JS       h = -{9- - qirj) 

qN = (0+ - q2
NrN)       rN = -(r^-i - 9iV^) (1.9) 

We shall refer to the above system as an open chain. 

2      Boundary conditions and classical r— matrix 

To ascertain the hamiltonian associated with the open chain system it is 
always useful to compute the so called classical r-matrix through the poisson 
bracket given by the symplectic form in (1.4) [8]. It is straight forward to 
show that. 

{Ln(X) 0, Lm(/i)} = [r(A, n), Ln{\) ® LnOu)]<W (2.1) 

where r(X7fi) = —JZ-J^V standing for the permutation operator. The mon- 
dromy matrix is then defined by 

<— 
AT 

TN(\) = l[Ln(\) (2.2) 
71=1 

From (2.1) and (2.2) it follows that 

{TN(X) (8), SM/i)} = [r(A,/i),Tiv(A) ® TN^)] (2.3) 
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We shall refer to this poisson algebra as the classical inverse scattering 
method (CISM-I) algebra. It follows that 

rlT N 

-^(A) = J2LN-Ln+iLnLn-1....L1(X) = WN+1TN(X)-TN(\)W1  (2.4) 
71 = 1 

from which it is easy to conclude that J(A) = trTiv(A) is a constant of motion 
in the periodic case i.e when q-m+N — Qm and rm+jv = ^m- 

2.1    Quasiperiodic case 

Instead of the periodic boundary conditions that are customarily assumed, 
one can impose the so called quasiperiodic boundary conditions on the sys- 
tem, without destroying its integrability. This requires the existence of a 
matrix C(A, f) such that 

J(A)=tr[C(A,OTJV(A)] (2.5) 

is time independent so that in the present situation one has 

^P   =   ir[C(A,0(M^+1TJv-rJvM1)] 
at 

=   tr[a(A,OM^+1TAr]-ir[M1C(A,OTjV] (2.6) 

from which it follows that 

C(A,OMAr+i = M1C(A,e) (2.7) 

As a specific example one can take 

dO = ( ^     °i ) (2-8) 
0     £ 2 

To analyse the structure of J(A) in detail, we note the following asymptotics 
of the monodromy matrix in our case. 

TtfiX) * \N + X^'S +p2\
N-2 + .... 

Th2(X)^XN-1qi + 0(XN-2) 

T2
N
l(X)^XN-1rN + 0(XN-2) 

Tf « XN-2p'2 + 0(XN-2) (2.9) 
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whence we get 

J(A)   =   tr(C(OTN(X)) (2.10) 

= r*A" + (r'^A^-1 + (cm)*"-2 + (^P^-2 + •••• 
where 

N N-l 

S = Y^S^    P2=Yl(qi+iri} + YlSiSJ>    P2 = rNqi (2.11) 
i=l i=l i<j 

One can verify, using the equations of motion, that each coefficient of A-7 is a 
constant. The following nonlinear combination of these constants then gives 
the Hamiltonian in the quasiperiodic case. 

1 N~1 1 

i=l i 

2.2    Classical open chain 

As mentioned earlier, the open chain in which independent boundary condi- 
tions are imposed at the two ends, represents a more general case compared 
to the quasi-periodic boundary conditions. The equations of motion are 
given by (1.1) and (1.9). Now by following the arguments given by Sklyanin 
in [1] one can show that 

T(A) = tr[K+(\)U(\)],       U(X) = TtrWKMT^i-X) (2.13) 

represents the generator of the infinite conserved quantities with the matrices 
if-i^A) incorporating the effects of the nontrivial boundary conditions. In 
our case the classical r— matrix being symmetric, both K± satisfy the same 
equation namely 

[r(A, IJL),K(\) ® Kfa)] + Kl{\)r{\ + ^K2{fi) - X2(/i)r(A + ^K1^) = 0 
(2.14) 

where /^(A) = K(X) ® / and K2{\) = I®K(\). The following solutions of 
(2.14) are found to be admissible . 

K-W = ( ^   »    ) K+(X) = ( ^     0   ) (2.15) 0    6- J +K '     V   A    e+ , 

By explicit multiplication we find using (2.9) and ( 2.15) in ( 2.13) 

r(A) = A^2 + 2XN{a2 - 
l-S2 + qtf- + rN6+) + 0{XN-2) (2.16) 
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where 02 = Yli<j=i sisj + Zlj=i  %+iri an^ S — Z)i=i si so that the hamil- 
tonian is given by the expression. 

JV-l N 

H=J2 qi+1ri --J2 vfri + qiQ- + rN6+ (2.17) 
t=i i=i 

To ascertain if T(A) = 0 we observe that 

dT{\)=tr[K+{\)TN{\ 

+K+(\)TN(\)K_(\)(-T^(-\)fN(-\)T^1(-\))] 

(W =t.r\K 
dt 

dt(\)=tr[K+(X)fN(X)K_(X)T^(-^ 

dr 
(A) = tr[K+(\)WN(\)U(\)] - tr[K+(X)TN(X)Wl(X)K-(X)T^(-X)} 

-tr[K+(X)U(X)WN(-X)} + tr[K+(X)TN(X)K^(X)W1(-X)T^(-X)} (2.18) 

hence T(A) = 0 if and only if 

K+(X)WN+1(X) = WN+l(-X)K+(X) (2.19) 

Wi{\)K-(\) = K-{\)Wi{-\) (2.20) 

which are found to be identical to the conditions deduced by Sklyanin [5]. 

3    Backlund transformation 

In this section we derive a Backlund transformation (BT) for the model 
under consideration, using the recently developed approach of Sklyanin [6, 
7]. This relies on the algebra of the local lax operator as given by (2.1). For 
the sake of clarity we shall begin by retracing the methods used by Sklyanin 
in [16] and then consider the case where the nonlinear variables do not obey 
periodic boundary conditions. Sklyanin's formalism requires us to look for 
another representation of the local algebra given in (2.1). Let ^(A — a) be 
such a representation satisfying 

{ft (A - a) 0, gidi - a)} = [r(A - ji), ft (A - a) ® ^(/i - a)] (3.1) 

where A and /i are spectral parameters and a is a complex parameter of the 
transformation. Moreover ^(A — a) is assumed to depend on a canonical set 
of variables (£j,Ti). In (3.1) r(A — /i) = —-^r- To construct the BT 

Be : TN{x, X; A) —► TN{y, Y- X) (3.2) 
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we shall first construct a local transformation 

ftW : LifaXxX) —► ^(w,^; A) (3.3) 

defined by the following 

gi(X - a; su Si)Li(X\ x^ Xi) = Li(X] yi, Yi)gi{X - a; U,Tj) (3.4) 

here jLi(A;a;i, Xi) is the same as in (1.3), we have simply relabelled the vari- 
ables qi,ri by x^Xi for notational convenience. In (3.4) we see that in addi- 
tion to the canonical variables {xi^Xi)f=l and {yi')Yi)f=l defining the BT we 
have two additional sets of canonical variables (s^, Si)f=l and (ti,Ti)f=l. It is 
assumed that all the four sets of canonical variables are mutually commut- 
ing quantities. The transformation b^ is therefore a transformation in an 
extended phase space. Now by imposing suitable constraints it is possible 
to eliminate the auxiliary variables [s^Si) and (i^Tj) from (3.4) thereby 

obtaining a local transformation b^. We get from (3.4) the following set of 
independent equations, taking <^(A — a; si, Si) to be of the form. 

^A-a);^=(_^   A_;:^) (3-5) 

[xi + Si)Xi = yi{Yi - Ti),        -SiXiixi + sj = Yi-Ti + aXiyi 

U = -Vii Xi = Si (3.6) 

Imposition of the constraints s^ = ij+i and Si = T^+i in these equations 
leads to 

^ = ^—       Yi = X^ + Bt-^Xi (3.7) 
Ui      ^i - Vi+i Vi 

which defines the local transformation ba • {xi,Xi) —t (y^l^). It should be 
pointed out that this local BT may be obtained from a generating function 
Ga where 

Ga = j- fi-Vi+i + a ^fi-Vi+i) ] (3.8) 

i=i yi yi 

x'=-a-t'    Y'-w (3-9) 
Moreover as a consequence of the constraints si = ti+i,Si = Tj+i and (3.6) 
we see that 

gi(X - a; s^ Si) = gi+i{\ - cr; U.Ti) (3.10) 

and hence (3.4) becomes 

gi+i(A - a; yi+i,Xi)Li(Xi Xi, Xi) = L;(A; XiXi)gi(X - cr; j/j, X^i)     (3.11) 
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Now it is well known that the generating function for the integrals of motion 
are given by the transfer matrix J(A) defined as the trace of the mondromy 
matrix, i.e 

J(X) =trTN(x,X',\) (3.12) 

where TN(X) obeys the CISM-I algebra. 

{TN(X) ®f TN(ii)} = [r(X - n),TN(\) ® TN(JJL)] (3.13) 

Under the BT defined by (3.11) the transfer matrix assumes the form. 

J(X) = trig^X - a]yN+uXN)TN(y,Y]X)g1{X - a'.yuXo)}       (3.14) 

Clearly invariance of the integrals of motion and thus of the hamiltonian 
generated by J(A) requires that the variables in ^(A — a) be periodic i.e 

XN+TU = Xm, yN+m = Vm (3.15) 

In such cases the BT will be canonical in nature since the hamiltonian is 
invariant. 
In the quasi periodic case the boundary conditions on the dynamical vari- 
ables are determined by (2.7), so that upon using the form of C(£) as given 
in (2.8) we find that the variables in Li(X) obey 

XN+I = f-Xw, ^o = €XN (3.16) 

We refer to these as the quasi periodic boundary conditions. Now in view of 
(2.5) which defines the generator of the integrals of motion J(A) we see that 
as a consequence of the BT given by (3.12), it is modified to the following. 

J(A) = tr[C(X,09N\i^-^yN+uXN)TN(y,Y]X)g1(X-a-yuXo)} (3.17) 

Clearly invariance of J(A) requires that 

gl(\-a;y1,Xo)C(X,09N1
+1(><-^yN+i,XN) = C(X,0 (3.18) 

which gives. 
Wv+i=ft/i, Xo=ZXN (3.19) 

Structurally these equations are consistent with (3.16) because the Lax op- 
erator Li(X]yi,Yi) in (3.11) is obtained simply by replacing the variables 
(xuXi)^ with (yuYi)^ . Therefore the BT generated by (3.11) through 
the matrix gi(X — a) is a canonical transformation even when the nonlinear 
dynamical variables obey quasiperiodic boundary conditions. It is now nat- 
ural to enquire if a BT can be constructed in case of open chains. Infact the 
most general type of boundary conditions for Liouville integrable lattices was 
formulated some years back by Sklyanin in terms of the representations of a 
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new algebra known as the reflection equation algebra (REA). The classical 
limit of the REA is given by the following Poisson algebra, which shall be 
referred to as the CISM-II algebra. 

{T(i)(A)j T(2) (/,)}    =    [r(A - /x), TV(A)r(2)(M)] + TW(A)r(A + ^T® (^ 

-   TW(n)r(\ + tM)TM(\) (3.20) 

Now if K±(X) be representations of the above algebra then it may be shown 
that U(X) = TAr(A)iC_(A)T^1(-A) also satisfies the CISM-II algebra, where 
T/v(A) is defined by (2.2). Consequently it follows that 

T(\)=trK+{\)U{\) (3.21) 

is a generating function of the integrals of motion. We have already seen 
that under the BT given by (3.11) the monodromy matrix undergoes the 
following transformation. 

Ba : TN(x, X; A) —> g'1^(A - cr; yN+1,XN)TN(y, Y; X)gi(A - a; VUXQ) 

(3.22) 
Next consider 2x2 matrices V±(X) and construct the following quantities: 

Z(X) =TN(x,X;X)V-(X)T-1(x,X--X)       J(A) = tr(V+(X)Z(X))   (3.23) 

note that Z(X) per se might not satisfy the CISM -II algebra. But if we 
apply a BT as given by (3.11) then J(A) assumes the following form. 

J(A) = tr[{gN+1(-\ - a)V+(X)g-1
+1(X - a)}T,v(y, Y; A)x 

x{3i(A - a)V-(X)g^(-^ - vfiTjHViY; -A)] (3.24) 

It is evident that J(A) would be a generator of the integrals of motion pro- 
vided that the quantities in curly brackets are representations of the CISM 
-II algebra. This infact opens up the possibility of deriving a hierarchy of 
suitable boundary conditions for integrable systems starting from appropri- 
ate matrices V+. We will examine this possibility by deriving the usual 
scalar boundary matrices. First of all if the quantities in curly brackets 
were similarity transformations, then we could have taken the matrices V± 
to be simply the matrices K±(X) as defined in ( 2.15). This is a consequence 
of the observation that the CISM-II algebra is invariant under a similarity 
transformation of its elements. However this possibility is spoilt by the fact 
that the arguments of #1(^+1) ail(i ffuTV+i) ^n ( 3.24) are different. Consider 
therefore the following forms of the matrices V±(X) 

w-M"* -U)      (3'26) 
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A     / XAx + Ao + f       /3A2 + Bo 

so that 

"-w-A^r1'*   ^r-^t'    (3•26, 

gN+i(-X - a)V+(X)g],1
+1(X - a) = K+(A) - ( d+   ^ ) (3. 27) 

and 

51(A - ajTCCAJ^C-A - a) = K+(X) = ( *"    ^ ) (3.28) 

Here 

a = yiv+i - ^+       rf = -(T9+,       b = yN+i (29+ - yw+i) (3.29) 

and        Ai = XQ,    AQ = -(aXo + 6- - yiX$),       5 = a6- 

/3 = 1,    Co = Xl    B0 = -(y1X0-a)2 + 2e-y1 (3.30) 

Disregarding the overall factor in V^A) we see that its structure is similar 
to the general scalar solution of the CISM -II algebra. While that of VL (A) 
is similar to that derived in [10] (compare their eqns (2.3) -(2.5) with a = 
7 = 0, (3 = 1). The difference in our case is that all the entries in ^-(A) 
are scalars. Thus while the former is by itself a solution of the CISM -II 
algebra, for V_(A) to do the same it is necessary that XQ = 6- — 0. The 
other pertinent issue is whether the matrices V±(\) are compatible with the 
integrability of the model under consideration, the constraint of integrability 
requires these matrices to satisfy (2.20) which is a stringent condition. In 
case of V+(A) the boundary condition VN+I = 0+ ensures a = b = 0 so 
that the integrability condition is not fulfiled unless Y^v = constant which 
clearly is in contradiction to the fact that (y^, Yi)£Li are dynamical variables. 
Thus V±(A) by themselves cannot be made to satisfy the requirements of 
integrabilty and CISM -II algebra simultaneously. However as a result of 
the BT the quantities Z(X) and J(A) are modified in a such a manner that 
the new boundary matrices K±(X) appearing in lieu of V±(X) are not only 
solutions of CISM -II algebra but are also compatible with the integrability 
of the model under consideration. 

4    Quantum open chain 

In this section we consider the quantum inverse problem for a open chain. 
Note that the Lax operator in (1.3) is essentially similar to the discrete self 
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trapping (DST) model [16]. The integrability and quantum inverse problem 
in absence of finite boundary conditions were studied in [12, 13]. Prom 
the hamiltonian structure of our system we have seen that {qn^n) are a 
conjugate pair of variables; so in the quantum version of the model we impose 
the following commutation relations. 

fen, rm] = r)dnm    (r) = ih)        [qn, qm] = [rn, rm] = 0 (4.1) 

As before the monodromy matrix is defined by T/v(A) = nn=i^(^) an<^ 
obeys the QISM -I algebra [8] 

i2i2(A - /^(A)T^) = TfaMWRniX - /i) (4.2) 

with i?i2(A — fj,) = 1 + J^TV. The matrices determining the boundary- 
conditions i^i^A) obey the conditions [9]. 

i2i2(A - ^)^i1)(A)JR12(A + /i)^i2)(A) = ii:i2)(M)i?12(A + ^K^Rx^X - n) 
(4.3) 

i*12(-A + tiK™*1 (X)Ri2(-X - /i - 2V)K{?)t2if,) 

= K^i^Rui-X - fi - 2r])K
(?)tl (X)Rl2(-X + ») (4.4) 

The form of K±{\) given in (2.15) is seen to satisfy these equations. The 
generators of the conserved densities are then built from. 

U{X) = ( (7(A)   ^(A) ) = T(A)^-(A - ri/2^-)a2T\-X)a2        (4.5) 

which obeys the algebra 

^i2(A-/i)C/1(A)J:2i2(A + ^-r/)C/2(A) = ?72(A)JRi2(A + /i-77)C/1(A)i?i2(A-/i) 
(4.6) 

and is given by 

r(A) = tr[K+(X - v/2,t+)U(\)] = X2N+2 + 2X2NHq +         (4.7) 

where the hamiltonian with quantum corrections is given by 

iv-i 1   N 2 

Hq=J2 U+in - g E(*r*)2 - J + £+rN + Z-qi (4.8) 
i=l i=l 

On the other hand with U(X) given by (4.5), we can write the general form 
of T(A) as [10] 

T(A) = ^(A(X) + D(A)) + (A + v/2)B(X) (4.9) 
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4.1    Separation of variables 

From (4.6) we can find the operator algebra for the elements A(X):B(X) 
etc. It is however more convenient to define instead of D(X) the following 
operator. 

£>*(A) = 2XD(X) - r)A(X) (4.10) 

The commutation relations relevant for our purposes are then obtainable 
from (4.3) and are as follows. 

[B(A),B(/i)] = 0 (4.11) 

*>       B{\)D*(ti (4.12) 
(A + /i)2/i 

^X*B{X™-T£mBW™     (4■13, 

Furthermore from the definition of U(X) as given in (4.5) the operators 
A{X),B{X) etc are found to have the following forms: 

A{X) = (-)NrN{X2N 4- (S + f^A2""1 + } (4.14) 

D(X) = (-)NrN{X2N + (S- ry/^A2^-1 + } (4.15) 
N 

B(X) = (-)N(X - V/2){X2N + } = (-)N(X - V/2) H (A - na)(A + ua) 

(4.16) 
Where S = X^i Qiri- From ( 4.9) we note that the presence of the operator 
B(X) in the expression for the transfer matrix T(A) prevents us from setting 
up the usual algebraic Bethe ansatz. Consequently we have recast i?(A) in 
the form given in (4.16) where ua are the zeros of this operator. Henceforth 
{ua | a = 1,2...iV} are themselves to be regarded as operators defining B(X) 
and it follows from their commutativity given by (4.11) that 

[&«,&/*] = 0 (4.17) 

We next define operators v^ by left substitution A => ua into the operators 
A(X) and D*(X) as shown below : 

vi = D*(X =* ua),        v- = A(X => Ua) (4.18) 
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It then follows from the algebra of the operators A(\),D*(X) that 

[*«.«/?] = ±^a/J     [#>*#] =0     [Va^] = 0 (4.19) 

Notice that another set of dynamical variables can be constructed from the 
zeros of B(X) at A = — ua^ a = 1,2.. JV and obeying 

[^a»up] = ±riw^5ap   [t&J, ti)J] = 0   [tS^, tS^] = 0 (4.20) 

where w+ = A(X => —Ua) and w~ = D*(\ => — ua). Then by using Lagrange 
interpolation one can rewrite the operators A(X) and D*(\) in the following 
manner . 

a=lp=l^aAa      XP Q=1 

^(A)=E n frf^+H^n^-^)    (4-22) 
Xa = ^Q?    1 < a < iV 

AQ = -fia   TV + 1 < a < 2iV 

Aa  = *a      1 < « < iV 

/i± = -^   N + l<a<2N 

The transfer matrix then assumes the form: 

2uaT{ua) = Z+(2ua + r))v- + f+v+ (4.23) 

Now by extensively using the properties of quantum determinants [14, 9] 
it can be shown that from the commutation relations for the operators 
UcuVaiWa one can define a Hilbert space where the eigenvalue problem 
reduces to 

2uar(ua)^(uu uN)    =   £+(2ua-r))A   {ua)^( ,1^-77,....) 

+   ^+A+(tia)*(...,tia+i/,....) (4.24) 

where 

A-(ti) = f_ + (u - |) A+(U) = (2u - ,)(£_ - (u + |))       (4.25) 

Setting 
TV 

^1,...^) = YItM (4.26) 

we have finally 

2uaT(ua)(f)(ua) = Z+{2ua + ri)A-{ua)(i){ua - rj) + £+A+</>(ua + rj)   (4.27) 
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5    Relation with Baxter's Q-operator 

In this section we consider a quantum mechanical version of the Backlund 
transformation and show how in the quasi periodic case it may be connected 
to Baxter's Q-Operator. For this purpose we quantise the dynamical vari- 
ables occurring in the Lax operator given in (1.3) which then asssumes the 
form. 

™-{*:$' i) <«> 
where we have set r; = —r}dqi and [g^ rj] = rjSij. The quantum analog of the 
BT for integrable DST model which essentially has the same Lax operator 
as ours was studied in great detail by Kuznetsov, et al in [15]; others have 
also studied the same model from alternative points of view [16, 11]. The 
essential idea is to reproduce an operator satisfying the following conditions, 

J(A)Q(A) - A+(A)Q(A + r,) + A_(A)g(A - r/) (5.2) 

Q(A)Q(/i) = Q^)Q(X) (5.3) 

J(/i)Q(A) = Q(A) J(/i) (5.4) 

and having a common set of eigenfunctions 

Q(A)$ = Q(A)$, J(A)$ = J(A)$ (5.5) 

with the eigenvalues satisfying a finite difference equation. 

T(A)Q(A) = A+(A)Q(A + T,) + A_(A)Q(A - n) (5.6) 

Incidentally the last equation arose in Baxter's analysis of the XXX model 
where T(A) was the transfer matrix of the model with Q(X) being a suitable 
polynomial. 
To prove (5.3) it is sufficient to demand the existence of an operator JR^ such 
that 

G(X - a; t, $)L(A; y, dy)Ra = ^(A; g, dq)g{\ - a; s, ds) (5.7) 

where we have dropped the indices V on the variables for brevity. Note that 
here Q(X — cr) is assumed to satisfy the following algebra. 

i2i2(A - rigHW2^) = Q2^)G1{\)Ri2{\ - n) (5.8) 

and as before 
R{X-n)=l+-^—V (5.9) 

A — fi 
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regarding the explicit form of Q(\ — a) we take it to be as follows. 

g{\-<r,s,da)=(X-^*d'   j) (5.10) 

On the basis of the above remarks proceeding as in [15] we finally arrive at 
a form of Q(cr) as an integral operator with a kernel given by 

N 

where 

"ifow+i.w,*) = ^ncrh+vvrH**!^)-^^ (5.12) 
27r yi rjyi 

To derive the last property of Baxter's Q-operator we note that J(A) = 
tr[Cr(A,^)Tj/v(A)] in the quasi periodic case. So we consider 

[Q(a)j(a)$}(y) = tr J dqNQ(a)TN(cT)$(<?) (5.13) 

which yields for the kernel of the joint operator Q(a)J(a) 

N N 

[Q(a)j(a)m I S) = tr{C(0T*N(a) J]^} = tr{C(0 H^^K)   (5-14) 

where L*(cr) represents the adjoint of the corresponding local Lax operator. 
The last equation may be recast into the following form 

[Q(a)J(a)$](y | S) = Q{o)tr[C{i)tN[a)) (5.15) 

with 

It is now possible to triangularise the matrix Li(a) by the following trans- 
formation: 

Liia) -4 S£M°)Si> Si=(l   VT ) (5-17) 

This transformation leaves the quasiperiodic boundary matrix C(£) invari- 
ant, while causing Li(a) to become triangular as shown below. 

Li(a) 

(   ^(f-1) 
'^r 0 

t»i(f+l) 
■k 

\ 

(5.18) 
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It is then straightforward to show that 

N N N 

J{<r,01[[M-) = C$<TN]lwi(.a/v-l)+Z*]lw(<T/Tl + l)      (5-19) 
1=1' ^ Z=l 1=1 

This relation ought to be compared with the eigenvalue deduced by the 
standard method of algebraic Bethe ansatz for the quasi periodic case which 
is of the form: 

771 771 771 

A(a) ]l(a - m) = C**" 11^ - * - 1) + ^ H^ -/* + »/)       (5-20) 
z=l z=l i=l 

6    Discussion 

We have analysed a discrete nonlinear integrable system in the presence of 
finite boundary conditions and have shown how the diagonalisation problem 
can be handled when the boundary matrices are upper (lower) triangular in 
nature. The construction of Backlund transformations under different types 
of boundary conditions was analysed and for the quasiperiodic case we have 
shown that a connection between the quantised form of the BT and Baxter's 
Q operator may be established. 
One of us (AGO) wishes to acknowledge the financial support provided by 
UGC ( Govt. of India) PSW-026/99-00. 
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